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Abstract: Some rotors are bent permanently due to high operating temperatures, repeated transition
periods, and so on. Rotors with large deformations often require straightening processes. The goal
of this study is to develop a method to determine the optimal locations and strengths of hammer
peening for straightening gas turbine rotors. A set of parametric hammer peening simulations were
performed for various dimensions of straight rotors and peening locations. The deformed geometries
of the rotor from the parametric simulations were presented as curvature vectors. These curvature
vectors were fitted using an empirical function. For a given initial geometry of the rotor and hammer
peening plans, the post-peening geometry of the rotor was predicted by superimposing the initial
curvature and newly induced curvature. An optimization statement was defined to determine a set of
hammer peening locations and strengths. Constraints were imposed to exclude areas where hammer
peening could not be performed such as locations for bearings. The proposed method provides an
optimal hammer peening plan for the given runout data. The proposed method was validated against
a series of hammer peening test results for a simple shaft. The developed method can be applied to
other types of rotor straightening methods such as hot spotting.

Keywords: rotor straightening; hammer peeing; optimization; finite element method

1. Introduction

Rotors can be permanently bent due to various causes such as rubbing between
moving and stationary parts, cracking, loss of clearance, and so on [1,2]. When a rotor is
bent permanently more than the tolerance set by its manufacturer, a careful inspection needs
to be performed to identify the leading causes of the bending of the rotor and solutions for
the bending [3]. Straightening processes are often needed to reduce permanent bending
within the tolerance either as an emergency measure or as a permanent fix. In general, the
straightening process is effective if the bending has occurred during operation (such as
rubbing between parts, misalignment, etc.) rather than during the manufacturing process,
because of improper forging, rolling, heat treatment, and so on.

Various types of straightening methods (such as cold mechanical straightening, ham-
mer peening, hot spotting, etc.) have been developed to restore the balance of the rotor [4,5].
The straightening method is selected considering the size of the rotor, the degree of the
deformation, the location of the deformation, and so on. While a complete review of rotor
straightening methods can be found in the above-mentioned literature, some of them are
briefly reviewed here. In a cold mechanical straightening process, a hydraulic jack and
two-end support can impose a three-point bending loading condition on the rotor. The
jack is usually positioned at the convex side where the largest deformation occurs. The
jack applies the load very slowly to the rotor while the deflection is carefully monitored
using indicators. The cold mechanical straightening method is known to be suitable for
rotors with small diameters of 100 mm or less [6]. The hammer peening method is another
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cold work-based straightening method. The rotor is placed on two end supports, facing
downward at the maximum bending location. Additional support is then placed at the
bottom of the maximum deflection location. The concave side of the maximum deflection
location is then impacted using a round-shaped metal hammer. While this method is
known to be effective for rotors with diameters of 100 mm or less, this method has also been
used for larger rotors with deflection of less than 0.5 mm [5,6]. The hot spotting or heating
and cooling methods are employed to correct rotors with larger diameters of 100 mm or
more or large deformations of 0.5 mm or more [6,7]. In the hot spotting method, the convex
side of the bent rotor is rapidly heated using a torch so that the heated region experiences
compression from its surrounding materials. The correcting moment is produced after
cooling down due to the compressive residual stress in the heated area. The heat and
cooling method is used for large shafts that cannot be supported to get the necessary
compressive stresses at the location of the bending deformation. This method consists of
applying extreme cold on the convex side of the bend and then quickly heating the concave
side of the bend. This method can be used to straighten shaft ends beyond journals or large
vertical shafts bent anywhere.

Although heating-based methods can handle larger shafts and deformations than
the hammer-peening method, the hammer-peening method has a few advantages over
heating-based methods. It is known that heating-based straightening can change the
mechanical properties of steel [8]. The yield stress and ultimate tensile strength can increase
by around 20%, while the percent elongation and modulus of elasticity may decrease by
about 33% and 25%, respectively. Kim et al. [9] showed the degradation of the Cr-Mo-V
steel after heat treatment at 600 and 650 ◦C for 1–2000 h via nondestructive evaluation. In
contrast, peening at an appropriate strength is beneficial for the wear/abrasion resistance
of metal parts because it produces compressive residual stress in the peening area [10,11].
Therefore, it would be beneficial to use hammer peening to correct a bent rotor if the
method is applicable.

The challenge is that there is only rough guidance, such as a diameter of less than
100 mm and a maximum deflection of less than 0.5 mm, regarding whether the hammer
peening method is suitable or not. A systematic approach based on quantitative analyses
such as the finite element method and analytical solution can be employed to determine
whether hammer peening can be used for a given rotor deformation. Many studies have
investigated the effects of peening on the deformation of a specimen and induced residual
stresses. Xiao et al. [12] have shown that the curvature of metal strips after a set of peening
could be predicted using finite element analysis. Xiao et al. [13] have demonstrated that 3D
finite element analysis could predict the sensitivity of the residual stress distribution from
shot peening with respect to peening patterns and peening coverage. Gariépy et al. [14]
have used finite element analysis to investigate peening parameters on the final material
state and predict deformed shapes. Although there has been a body of work to quantify the
effect of peening on the geometry of various specimens, attempts to predict the geometry of
rotors after a set of hammer peening have not been reported to be the best of our knowledge.
In addition, there is a paucity of systematic methods for determining the locations and
strengths of hammer peening. Instead, skilled workers have determined the locations and
strengths of hammer peening based on their experience. A suboptimal peening plan causes
unnecessary cost and time by increasing the number of peening trials and post-surface
treatments for dents on the rotor. Kim and Chung [15] and Pei et al. [16] have developed a
multi-step straightness control system for the shaft straightening process using the cold
mechanical straightening method. While the shape of the specimen was sheet metal instead
of the rotor shape, Xiao et al. [12] and Hacini et al. [17] showed that the final geometry of
the specimen after shot peening could be predicted by analytical and numerical analysis.
Similarly, a systematic approach can be developed to determine an optimal set of peening
locations and the strength of peening trials. Such a method can also be used to determine
whether a bent rotor can be corrected by the hammer peening method or not.
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Thus, the aim of this study is to develop a method to determine the optimal loca-
tions and strengths of hammer peening for straightening gas turbine rotors. First, a set
of parametric hammer peening simulations were performed for various dimensions of
straight rotors and peening locations. Second, the centerlines of each deformed rotor from
parametric simulations were presented as curvature vectors along the length of the rotors.
The induced curvature profile of the rotor from each simulation was fitted using a five-
parameter empirical function. Third, for a given initial geometry of the rotor and hammer
peening plans, the post-peening geometry of the rotor was predicted by superimposing in-
duced curvatures to the initial curvature of the rotor. An optimization problem was defined
to minimize bending deformation of the rotor considering multiple trials of hammer peen-
ing. The optimization method was then applied to the runout data. Lastly, the proposed
method was used to predict the deformed geometry of the rotor from an experiment.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Repeatable Hammer Peening Machine

A repeatable hammer peening machine (Figure 1) for blasting a hammer in a linear
motion along a cylinder using a preset initial pneumatic pressure was developed. This
hammer can be rotated up to ±18 degrees along the perimeter of the cross-section of the
rotor. Its repeatability was examined by comparing the sizes of dents from multiple sets of
hammer peening without overlaps on a simple rotor. Thus, it can perform hammer peening
in multiple locations without rotating the rotor. This entire machine can also be shifted along
the axis of the rotor. For a repeatable hammer peening procedure, a controlled hammer
peening machine was developed. Similarly, Bleicher et al. [18] presented a controlled
hammer peening machine for the surface modification of mechanical parts. Hacini et al. [17]
also developed a robotized hammer peening machine to relieve high-tensile residual stress
in welded components.
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Figure 1. A repeatable hammer peening machine (left) and an example of its capable hammer
peening pattern (right).

2.2. Parametric Simulations of Hammer Peening Process
2.2.1. Single-Line Impact Simulation

A set of parametric hammer peening simulations were performed with the ABAQUS/
Explicit solver using *DYNAMIC keyword, mimicking the repeatable hammer peening
machine using a commercial finite element analysis software, ABAQUS 2018 (Dassault
Systèmes Simulia Corp, Providence, RI, USA). The rotor was modeled as a half simple
straight shaft with symmetry conditions on the XY-plane (Figure 2). The rotor was sup-
ported by two V-shaped supports around both ends and one bottom support at the impact
location. Eleven rigid hammers, equivalent to 21 hammers considering the symmetry
condition, were modeled as an analytical surface of a half-sphere with a diameter of 30 mm,
adding a point mass at its center of gravity. Note that the hammers were numbered accord-
ing to the order of impacts. The mass of hammer 1 was defined as 131 g and the mass of
the rest of the hammers was defined as 262 g. The angle between the impact directions of
the adjacent hammers, e.g., hammers 1 and 11, was 1.5 degrees. Each hammer impacted
the rotor with an initial speed of 18 m/s, which was determined by matching the size of the
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dent from the experiment and that from the simulation. Figure 3 compares the diameter of
the dent from the experiment and the hammer peening simulation with a single hammer.
The rotational inertia of each hammer was ignored since its rotational degrees of freedom
were constrained. The rotor was made of elastoplastic hardening materials determined
from tensile tests (Table 1). The rotor was modeled as isotropic hardening material using the
*PLASTIC keyword in Abaqus without any rate dependence (Figure 4). The stress-strain
curve was obtained from uniaxial coupon tests. The simulation was performed in two
steps. The 11 hammers sequentially hit the rotor at the initial velocity and on the initial
positions during the first 0.03 s. No mass scaling methods were utilized so that the impact
energy was not altered during this time. During the next 0.97 s when the rotor was allowed
to freely deform, mass scaling was utilized to limit the minimum time step to 1 µs to save
computation time. A penalty contact method was used to model the interaction between
the hammer and the rotor. The friction coefficient between the hammer and the rotor was
set to 0.3. In addition, Rayleigh mass proportional material damping was used with a
damping ratio of 0.5 based on the study of Kim et al. (2011) [19].
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Table 1. Material properties for hammer peening simulations.

Material
Properties

Young’s
Modulus [GPa] Poisson’s Ratio Density

[ton/mm3]
Yield Strength

[MPa]

CrMo Steel 200 0.29 7.8 × 10−9 762
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For the parametric simulations, the ranges of the dimensions for the parametric rotors,
such as lengths and diameters, were determined based on the gas turbine rotors commonly
used in power plants (Table 2). A total of 27 hammer peening simulations were performed
for the three parameters at three levels (Figure 5). For each simulation, the deformed
coordinates of the rotor axis were obtained.

Table 2. Parameters for single-line hammer peening simulations.

Parameters Values

Rotor Length [mm] 3000, 4500, 6000
Rotor Diameter [mm] 260, 450, 600

Impact Location (P over S in Figure 5) 10%, 30%, 50%
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2.2.2. Multiple-Line Impacts

A set of multiple-line impact simulations were performed using the same method
for the single-line impact to assess the effect of residual stress on the induced curvature
during subsequent hammer peening (Table 3). The effect of residual stress on the curvature
was evaluated by comparing angle changes between both ends of the rotor (also called a
bending angle).

Table 3. Parameters for multiple-line hammer peening simulations.

Parameters Values

Number of lines of impacts 2 and 3 lines
Spacing between adjacent lines of impacts 0, 3, 5, 10, 20, and 40 mm
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2.3. Representation of Rotor Geometry Using Curvature Vector along the Centerline of Rotor

Deformation of the rotor centerline was presented using a curvature vector in the
local coordinate systems of each point along the centerline (Figure 6). Note that the
torsional deformation of the rotor was ignored. First, two relative position vectors,

→
v i−1

and
→
v i, between adjacent points were calculated for three consecutive points, Pi−1, Pi,

and Pi+1. Note that the coordinates of these three points were in the global coordinate
system. Second, the bending angle was calculated as the angle between

→
v i−1 and

→
v i. Third,

the unit curvature vector representing the direction of the bending of the rotor at Pi was
calculated using the cross product and its Euclidean norm. Lastly, the local coordinate
system of Pi was rotated from that of Pi−1 based on the bending angle, θ, and the unit
curvature vector,

⇀
n k,i. The bending angle was normalized by the distance between Pi−1

and Pi. The representation of the unit curvature vector with respect to the local coordinate
systems of each point was performed for interpolation purposes in the later optimization
step. For superimposition purposes, the unit curvature vector was transformed into the
local coordinate system of Pi, and the bending angle was normalized by the interval length.
Seong and Na [20] have also presented the deformation of a plate using a method that is
similar to that used in the current study.
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The curvature vectors along the length of the rotor were parameterized for interpola-
tion purposes during optimization (Figures 7 and 8). The length information in curvature
vectors was normalized by the length of the rotor so that it ranged from 0 to 1. The curvature
with respect to the normalized length was then shifted in the x-axis so that the impacted
location (P in Figure 5) lay at zero on the x-axis. Lastly, the curvature was fitted using a
parameterized empirical function consisting of two gaussian function terms (Equation (1)).
Note that the rotor model bent only along the z-axis because of the symmetry condition.
However, the initial curvature of a given rotor would have both y and z components.

y = −Ae−α(x−xs)
2
+ Be−β(x−xs)

2
(1)

where
A, B : scale factors

α, β : shape factors

xs : shift factor
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2.4. Prediction of Rotor Geometry after Hammer Peening

The prediction of the post-peening rotor geometry consists of three parts: constructing
the initial curvature of the rotor, predicting additional curvature of the rotor due to peening,
and inferring rotor geometry after peening (Figure 9). First, the initial geometry of a rotor
was constructed based on the runout data (Figure 10). The center location of the rotor was
approximated from eight measurement data per cross-section. The centerline of the rotor
was interpolated using the interp1 function in Matlab R2018b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) with a spline option, which guaranteed C2 continuity. The initial curvature was
calculated with respect to the local coordinate system at each point of the fitted centerline.
Second, baseline curvature vectors, which corresponded to the impact strength of one,
were predicted by interpolating parameters of empirical functions for the given rotor
dimensions and hammer peening locations along the centerline (Figure 8 and Equation (2)).
The baseline curvature vectors were rotated along the x-axis for the impact direction.
Additionally, induced curvatures, which are represented as the dotted lines in Figure 10,
were predicted by scaling the rotated baseline curvature according to the peening strength.
A strength of less than one represented a single-line impact and a strength greater than
one represented a multiple-line impact (Equation (1)). Third, the post-peening geometry of
the rotor was predicted by superimposing the initial curvatures and additionally induced
curvatures. Based on the superimposed curvatures, the three-dimensional geometry of
the centerline of the rotor was reconstructed. Lastly, the post-peening geometry in 3D
coordinates was obtained from the post-peening curvatures.

w =


S

1 + 0.5 · (S− 1)
1.5 + 0.3 · (S− 2)

i f 0 ≤ S < 1
i f 1 ≤ S < 2
i f 2 ≤ S < 3

(2)
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Figure 10. An example of predicting the geometry of the rotor after hammer peening based on the
superposition of curvature vectors (impact location: 1160 mm, impact direction: 190 deg, impact
strength: 1.7).

2.5. Statement of Optimization Problem

Based on the framework for predicting the post-peening geometry of the rotor, an
optimization problem was constructed considering the limitations of the impactable areas
on the rotor (Table 4). The cost function was the mean square error of the deviation of the
rotor centerline from the x-axis after a given hammer peening plan. The domain for the
impact location was reduced to the impactable location. The minimum distance between
any two adjacent impacting locations was set to be greater than 30 mm. The maximum
strength of the hammer peening was limited to three. The MultiStart function provided
by Matlab R2018b (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to avoid local minimum
problems [21]. The MultiStart method considers multiple starting points for the fmincon
function, which is a gradient-based search algorithm for a constrained optimization problem
provided by Matlab. In the current study, ten starting points were used.
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Table 4. Statement of optimization problem for determining hammer peening plan for M trials.

Minimize

f (x̂, θ, S) =
N
∑

i=1

√
y2

i + z2
i

where
x̂ : domain of impactable locations
θ : impacting directions (0 ≤ θ < 2π)
S : impacting strength (0 ≤ S < Smax)
N : the number of fitted centerline points

with respect to
x̂, θ, S ∈ RM

where
M : the number of hammer peening locations

subject to
f or impacting location


0 ≤ x̂1 < x̂2 − c

x̂2 < x̂3 − c
...

x̂M < L̂max
where
c : minimum distance between adjacent impacting locations

2.6. Application of the Proposed Method

The proposed optimization framework was applied to runout data from a simple shaft
with a length of 3000 mm and a diameter of 260 mm (Figure 6). Note that it was assumed
that end supports were located at 200 mm and 2450 mm. Two impacting locations (M in
Table 4), which were five and ten, were used to compare the effect of the number of hammer
peening trials on the expected degrees of corrections. Although there were non-impactable
areas such as blades, six intervals were defined as impactable areas to be more realistic.
The maximum strength of the hammer peening (Smax) of each location was limited to three,
representing three lines of hammer peening for 15 degrees along the perimeters.

2.7. Validation

The proposed optimization algorithm was validated against a series of hammer peen-
ing tests. The hammer peening plan was obtained using the same runout data used to
demonstrate the optimized algorithm. At this time, the impactable area was defined as the
interval between the two end supports (Figure 5) instead of the six intervals (Table 5). The
predicted post-peening geometries from the optimization algorithm were compared to the
measured post-peening geometries from three trials.

Table 5. Impactable areas.

Interval (ID) 1 2 3 4 5 6

Diameter [mm] 260 260 260 260 260 260
Start [mm] 200 590 1160 1640 2110 2300
End [mm] 300 610 1200 1680 2150 2450

Impactable domain
(x̂) [mm] [0,100] [100,120] [120,160] [160,200] [200,240] [240,290]

3. Results
3.1. Parametric Hammer Peening Simulation

Twenty-seven deformed geometries of the rotor centerline were obtained from para-
metric hammer peening simulations (Figure 11). The normalized and shifted parametric
curvature vectors of the rotors were obtained from the geometry information (Equation (1)
and Figure 12). Although the maximum deflections differed depending on impact locations
(P10, P30, and P50) for a given rotor length with a given diameter, the curvature was
insensitive to impact locations.
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From the two-line impact simulations, bending angles normalized by that from a
single-line impact increased from 1.65 to 1.95 compared to the single-line impact when the
spacing increased from 3 mm to 20 mm. The normalized bending angle was insensitive to
spacing farther than 20 mm apart (Figure 13). Note that the denominator of the normalized
bending angle was the bending angle of a single-line impact. For example, 1.65 meant that
there was a 65% increase in the bending angle from a second-line impact compared to that
from a single-line impact. For multiple-line impact simulations with 3 mm spacing, second-
and third-line impacts induced 50% and 30% of the additional bending angles, respectively,
compared to that of a single-line impact. This trend was considered when estimating
the additionally induced curvature due to peening (Equation (2)). The normalized angle
changes from multiple-line impacts showed that the additional bending angle decreased
with an increasing number of lines of impact at adjacent locations (Figure 14).
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3.2. Demonstration of the Optimization Algorithm

The proposed optimization problem with five impact locations converged for the
given runout data, decreasing the rotor centerline’s maximum deformation from 40 µm to
10 µm (Figure 15). The hatched regions in the curvature comparison represent impactable
areas. Note that the algorithm reduced the maximum deviation not only in the XY-plane,
but also in the XZ-plane. When the number of impact locations was increased from five to
ten, the optimization algorithm predicted improvements in straightening the rotor.
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3.3. Validation of the Proposed Algorithm

Figure 16 shows side views of the initial, predicted, and actual post-peening geome-
tries. Vertical lines indicate locations and directions of the hammer peening for each trial.
In general, the predicted geometry of the rotor showed a good correlation with measure-
ment data (Figure 16). The largest discrepancy occurred at the end of the rotor, where an
additional mass was installed (Figure 1). Except for the end of the rotor, the error between
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the prediction and measurement was within 0.01 mm, which was the resolution of the
runout measurement.
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4. Discussion

The current study proposed an optimization method to determine a hammer peening
plan for bent gas turbine rotors using parametric hammer peening simulation results and
a repeatable hammer peening machine. The rotor correction optimization problem was
solved using a global optimization algorithm [21] provided by the MultiStart function in
Matlab to avoid the local minimum issue. Researchers often utilize the global optimization
method to avoid the local minimum issue for potentially highly nonlinear problems. Lopez
et al. [22] have used a global search algorithm to find the values of a set of parameters for the
natural frequencies of rotor-bearing systems. Sainvitu et al. [23] have proposed a surrogate-
based optimization method to handle the increased computational time to perform global
optimization and found that the proposed method could avoid the local minimum issue
for a highly non-linear optimization problem. Please note that the parametric hammer
peening simulations do not need to be rerun for either different runout data or different
rotors. The 27 hammer peening simulation results can be used for any rotors that have
dimensions within the ranges of parameters shown in Table 2. The proposed optimization
problem with five impacts resulted in much-improved results, reducing the maximum
deflection from 40 µm to 10 µm while satisfying the constraints for the impactable area
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(Figure 15). The runout was improved not only in the XY-plane, but also in the XZ-plane.
When the number of hammer peening trials was increased from five to ten, there was a
slight reduction in the maximum deflection. These results imply that the proposed method
can determine an optimal number of impacts and estimate the expected improvement of
the rotor geometry after hammer peening. This prediction will allow engineers to improve
the efficiency of hammer peening trials.

Representation of the rotor geometry using the curvature vector enabled the prediction
of the post-peening rotor geometry by performing the superimposition of the initial and
newly induced curvature vectors of the rotor. Although curvature has been widely used
to describe the bending deformation of a beam, most previous studies on straightening
rotors have only focused on the geometries of rotors [6,7]. In the simulation results, the
curvature induced by hammer peening was insensitive to either the impact location or
the length of the rotor. In contrast, the maximum deflection was sensitive to the impact
location (Figure 11). The insensitivity of the newly induced curvature against hammer
peening to the impact location or the length of the rotor indicates that the curvature is
a better measure than the maximum deflection for understanding the effect of hammer
peening on the straightening of the rotor. This result also supports the idea of predicting
the newly induced curvature from peening by interpolating the parameters of the empirical
functions that fit the curvature of the rotor (Equation (1)).

The validity of the superimposition depends on the effect of the residual stress on
the newly induced curvature after multiple peening trials. The effect of the residual stress
around the peening area on the additional curvatures was evaluated by performing second-
and third-line peening simulations adjacent to the first peening areas. First, the effect of
the residual stress was evaluated by performing hammer peening at two locations with
varying distances between them. The effect of residual stress on the additional bending
angle from the second-line impact almost vanished as the spacing between the two locations
became farther apart than 30 mm (Figure 13). From this spacing distance, the second line
impact resulted in the same amount of bending angle as the first line impact. Therefore, the
minimum distance between adjacent impact locations was set to be 30 mm (Table 4). In the
field of rotor straightening, multiple lines of hammer peening with spacing less than 5 mm
are often performed to maximize the bending angle by utilizing minimal impacting areas
(Figure 1). For spacing less than 20 mm, the additional bending angle from the second line
impacts decreased as the spacing distance decreased (Figure 13). For 3 mm of spacing, the
decrease in the additional normalized bending angle with the increasing number of lines of
impact indicated the effect of residual stress (Figure 14). The effect of residual stress after
multiple lines impact in a small area was identified by scaling the additional curvature
with respect to the impact strength (Equation (2)). Xiao et al. [12] and Hacini et al. [17] have
also performed superimposition to predict the final curvatures of specimens.

The prediction results from the superimposition of initial and additional curvatures
showed a good correlation with the test data from the three trials except for one of the
ends of the rotor where an additional cylindrical block was installed (Figure 16). The
maximum error between the prediction and the experiment was 0.01 mm from the third
trial considering the locations between the two end supports. This result also supports the
validity of superimposing two curvatures to predict the post-peening rotor geometry. It
was believed that the runout data measurement of the end block was unreliable because it
kept changing curvature without any peening performed in its adjacent area. Since this
validation was performed for a simple shaft, it is necessary to further investigate the effect
of variation in the diameter of a rotor along its axis on the prediction of the geometry after
a hammer peening.

Erb [3] has mentioned that hammer peening is preferred for rotors with relatively
small diameters (<100 mm). This relationship between the bending angle and the radius of
the rotor was found in the simulation (Figure 17). In the hammer peening simulation, the
normalized bending angle due to the hammer peening was inversely proportional to the
square of the rotor diameter (Figure 12). The x-axis represents the normalized radius by
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260 mm to the power of −2. The y-axis represents the bending angle divided by that of
the 260 mm rotor. Note that the number of peening impacts was the same regardless of
the diameter of the rotor because the spacing between adjacent hammer peening locations
along the perimeter was controlled by the angle, which was 1.5 degrees. Similarly, Zhang
et al. [24] have shown that the induced curvature of the plate by shot peening is inversely
proportional to the square of the thickness of the plate. If we perform hammer peening
while offsetting the same amount of perimeter, the number of hammer peening impacts
will be proportional to the diameter. If we take this into account, the bending angle induced
by hammer peening will be inversely proportional to less than the second power of the
radius of the rotor. Lastly, the maximum induced residual stress was around 1 GPa, which
was similar to the value reported by Jawahir et al. [10] (Figure 3).
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which was similar to the value reported by Jawahir et al. [10] (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 17. Relationship between a normalized diameter and a normalized bending angle.

While the current study showed that the post-peening geometry of the rotor could be
predicted, it is necessary to investigate the optimal hammer peening parameters such as
the diameter of the hammer head, stepover distance, contact energy, and so on, not only for
correcting the geometry, but also for improving the fatigue life of the rotor [25]. Schulze et al.
(2016) have presented that excessive burnishing force can cause severe plastic deformation,
which is detrimental due to the initiation of below-surface microcracks. The authors also
showed that various peening processes with appropriate strength could improve the fatigue
life of a specimen. The proposed optimization framework for straightening a bent rotor can
be applied to other types of rotor straightening methods such as the hot spotting method.
Ferreño et al. [26] have demonstrated that the end results of the flaming of a steel beam
can be predicted using finite element analysis. Chavoshi et al. [27] have demonstrated that
the end results of the hot spotting of a hollow shaft can be predicted using finite element
analysis. Hu et al. [28] have shown that the effect of laser peening on the geometry and
residual stresses of specimens can be predicted. If the proposed method can be applied to
the hot spotting method, the hot spotting process can be conducted in a more efficient way
instead of making the hammer peening method useless.

5. Conclusions

The current study proposed an optimization method by superimposing the initial and
newly induced curvature for determining a hammer peening plan to straighten a bent gas
turbine rotor. This method also considered the decreasing effect of hammer peening due to
multiple-line impacts. The proposed method provided an optimal hammer peening plan
for a given runout data. The proposed method was validated against a series of hammer
peening results for a simple rotor. The predicted geometry of the rotor showed a good
correlation with the three trials of hammer peening test data. The proposed method can
guide engineers on whether hammer peening, which is an irreversible process, would work
or not by providing a prediction of the post-peening geometry of the rotor. In addition, the
proposed method can reduce the number of hammer peening trials needed by providing
an optimal hammer peening plan. A similar approach can be used for other types of rotor
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straightening methods, such as hot spotting. Lastly, the proposed method needs to be
validated for an actual gas turbine rotor with variations in diameters along its length.
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